Vehicles need Formal Methods
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Recently, the safety and reliability of automotive systems are becoming a large concern in society. Although vehicles have been controlled by simple mechanics in the past, many of electronic parts are embedded in them at present according to the progress of electronic control technology and its performance. These electronic parts can actualize the complex control of the vehicles, and make it possible to provide high functionality to vehicles such as automatic speed controlling and braking. Furthermore, autonomous driving is accumulating interests all over the world. A complex electronic control is required in order to realize the autonomous driving and it must cause the drastic increase of the complexity of automotive systems. How we should ensure the safety and reliability of such super complex automotive systems is a big concern not only in industry but also academia.

In this background of industry and academia, our research group is working on the verification of automotive systems to ensure the safety and reliability of the automotive systems. We focus on applying scientific approaches such as formal methods and formal verification to practical automotive systems. We stick to practice. Our targets of the verification are real products. To target the real ones, we actively collaborate with industry. We succeeded in verifying real products so far including an automotive operating system which is developed by Renesas Electronics and safety requirements of an electronic steering system developed by Hitachi/Hitachi Automotive Systems. In addition, we are currently conducting several joint projects with automotive related companies in parallel. In this talk, I would like to briefly show the results and on-going status of three joint projects about the verification of the automotive operating system1, the safety requirements2 and Matlab/Simulink models3.
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